
 

It was after a QLD Superkart meeting in the Edinburgh castle 

hotel carpark is where the idea between Ash and I first came 

up for building a new Superkart. 
 

I had worked with Grant Watson at Prosport developments 

for many years especially looking at Aero and developing 

corner grip. Hence question went something like ‘so why 

hasn’t anyone looked at fully aero bodywork and better han-

dling for Superkarts?’. 
 

After many weeks the initial concept was crudely drawn up 

on A4 paper with the original design focusing on a new 250 

National package. ( we wanted to expand the National grid 

due to the fact International motors were becoming ex-

tremely expensive. ) Scott Goody who was racing Rotax at the 

time had been around Supersports for a while and came on-

board to help focusing on handling and bodywork design and 

then there was also this young guy Tim Weier, now the QLD 

Superkart president who bought solid works skills and fluid 

dynamics to the table. The plan was to build these karts after 

the prototype using the Gas Gas, YZ or CR engines. 
 

The process of design continued for some time with many 

changes from major through to subtle. Ash drove the chassis 

design spending many hours talking with people from all over 

the Superkart community then coming back and discussing 

with the group. The first designs were hand drawn with Tim 

adapting the proposed final design to computer. 

The bodywork design now began. This would take many 

months of back and forwards with Tim adapting to solid 

works. Eventually the design came together using CFD to 

make sure there were no areas of turbulence or low pressure 

etc. Honestly I lost track of the many emails and discussions 

here. Bob Fullerton one of our club members cut the body-

work out of foam for us at his business on the Gold Coast. 

We now had a lump of very shapely foam. 
 

The chassis build now started. Ash used a contact from QLD 

rail to bend the main structure at a workshop up north. I had 

Grant Watson order a sheet of 10mm steel for the jig. (took 6 

people to carry into Ash’s garage). Work had begun.  
 

Over the next few years worked slowed as Superkart politics 

took its toll on both Ash and myself. In the end we both 

walked away from Superkarting due to some very limited 

thinking people. Ash and I then decided around 2016-17 (ish) 

to try and finish the kart. More chassis work was done and 

some wing and front end changes were done. 
 

Ash passed away just as a front end jig started to take place. 

The person who drove the project and helped so many people 

over the years was gone. 

My Wife sat with Olga (Ash’s wife) one night and she said he 

really wanted to see that kart completed. 

I said if I can find someone to take it on I’ll give them all my parts 

etc in the hope it will one day see track time. 

Two calls were made , one to Brian Stockman and one to Rolf 

Greve. I knew Brian was semi retired and was a long shot but 

worth the ask. Rolf gave me a number for a guy in Vic. I sent one 

pic to Brian of what we had been working on. The story I tell is 

that Brian called back within minutes keen to be involved.  

I told Olga and in all honesty it was great to see Brian run with the 

project as his skill set and understanding of chassis design was 

exactly what the project needed to bring it home. 
 

Brian slightly changed a few chassis pick up points and front end 

geometry and also fitted a 250 twin. Many months were spent on 

the bodywork as all he had was the massive plugs of white foam. 

Brian spent well over a year building the kart to completion. The 

final part was the name. 
 

In honour to Ashley Zahl, Brian suggested it be called ZK1  by 

Stockman and hence that is what the kart is known as. 
 

Brian was that keen to drive this kart he applied for a racers li-

cence in QLD and came and did the shakedown with Sam Zavaglia 

at QR. To see Brian back in a kart was something I thought I 

wouldn’t see again. After run one he hoped out with a smile on 

his face , a comment about how fast these new twins are and a 

thumbs up about the kart. That smile and just shear enjoyment 

about driving a Superkart is what our sport is about. 
 

Compete hard but have fun. 
 

Ash hated all the rivalry that often plagues our sport hence this an 

Australian designed and built kart.  We wanted to shake the  

Superkarting world up a bit and put Australian Superkarting at the 

forefront of discussion.  
 

The kart was put on the track by a true icon of our sport in Brian 

Stockman. We lost another one in the way of Ashley  Zahl. 
 

To the many people who had input I thank you.  

(To Olga , yes it made the track.) 
 

Cameron Hoswell 

The article below is one of tribute and comradeship in our 

Sport bringing to life the dream of a prominent and  

passionate person in Superkarting. Ashley Zahl. 
 

Ashley sadly passed away in June 2018. 
 

Story by Cameron Hoswell. 


